
Who we are

SDG is an international consulting company that specializes in strategic decision-making and is known
for its core competence in the development of corporate goals, alternative courses of action and the
assessment of risk. 
Around the world, our highly qualified strategy consultants support various companies in developing
innovative growth strategies and building internal decision-making competencies for our clients. 
At our European office in Düsseldorf, we focus on advising clients in the life sciences industry and are
looking for motivated people to join our consulting team.

Your already have professional experience in the corporate or consulting in the life sciences
sector. 
You have successfully completed your master’s degree or your PhD.
You communicate professionally in both written and spoken German and English.
You enjoy complex analyses and have the desire to work in a strategic advisory capacity. 
You have the ability to work in a structured manner and to organize and facilitate meetings
independently.
Team spirit and the joy of working in a multicultural environment are important to you.

Your Qualifications

Development strategy for new products.
Business strategy development (decision: organic growth or through acquisition)
Capacity expansion in the production area: Is it worth expanding the capacity or not?
Negotiation strategies: Facilitating the decision-making process through the application of decision
theory.

"Real" strategic projects at the top level 
Cross-industry projects
Very flat hierarchies and plenty of scope for creativity 
Opportunity to take responsibility and to work very independently in an international team. 
Continuous learning and further education offers. 
An attractive income and excellent career prospects 

What you will do

After a well-founded induction as a Consultant/ Junior Consultant (m/w/d) you will work on various
national and international projects and will accompany your customers in trend-setting corporate
decisions. The solutions that you develop with your consultant colleagues and the customer provide,
for example, increased productivity in research and development, better business strategies or
information about value creation potential of licenses and acquisitions.
You take on responsibility and are not assigned to any direct area but can work on different projects.
You create, for example, the analytical concept that is used by the customer. You lead market-, trend-
and product analysis and participate in the strategic development of the European office. 
You could expect projects with the following content:

What SDG offers

Please send your application to europe@sdg.com.

Consultant/ Junior Consultant
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